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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s spend a few minutes talking about rubrics and how they can be used to your advantage as you teach. 



Benefiting from Rubrics - Instructors
Rubrics help instructors to:

1. reduce the time spent grading by allowing instructors to 
refer to a substantive description without writing long 
comments

2. more clearly identify strengths and weaknesses across 
an entire class and adjust their instruction appropriately

3. ensure consistency across time and across graders

4. reduce the uncertainty which can accompany grading

5. discourage complaints about grades
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We’re slowly seeing rubrics catch on in higher education, but if any of you have experience in the K-12 setting, you know that rubrics have been used in those classrooms for a number of years. (Share rubric example of my kids using rubrics regularly for all projects/papers, assignments in first grade through high school.)Rubrics can be beneficial to both faculty and students, so let’s start off by talking about how you can use them to your advantage as you teach. Rubrics help instructors to:�reduce the time spent grading by allowing instructors to refer to a substantive description without writing long commentsmore clearly identify strengths and weaknesses across an entire class and adjust your instruction appropriatelyensure consistency across time and across graders—especially helpful in large enrollment classesreduce the uncertainty which can accompany gradingdiscourage complaints about grades—because you have specific standards to point to that both you and the students knew about from the time the assignment was given



Benefiting from Rubrics - Students
Rubrics help students to:

1. recognize instructors’ expectations and standards

2. use instructor feedback to improve their performance

3. monitor and assess their progress as they work toward 
clearly indicated goals

4. see their strengths and weaknesses and direct their 
efforts accordingly
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So, how are rubrics beneficial to students?Well, rubrics help students to:�recognize instructors’ expectations and standards—again, you start on the same page from the moment you provide the assignmentuse instructor feedback to improve their performancemonitor and assess their progress as they work towards clearly indicated goalsrecognize their strengths and weaknesses and direct their efforts accordingly—for example, if a student scores poorly on the rubric section for grammar and spelling on several assignments, they might want to pay extra attention to their grammar and spelling on subsequent assignments.  



Types of Rubrics

There are two common types of rubrics: holistic 
and analytic.

Holistic rubrics include one scale that measures 
all aspects of the assessment based on the 
grader's judgment. 

Analytic rubrics resemble a grid or matrix and 
provide for multiple criteria, each with their own 
performance levels. 
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Now, there are two basic rubric types: Holistic and Analytic. Holistic rubrics include one scale that measures all aspects of the assessment based on the grader's judgment. A holistic rubric is beneficial in that it is simple and focuses more on what the student was able to do rather than what the student was not able to do. However, it does not allow for much detail and relies more heavily on judgment. It also will not allow for different aspects of the assignment to be weighted more heavily than others.Analytic rubrics resemble a grid or matrix and provide for multiple criteria, each with their own performance levels. Analytic rubrics are far more detailed and provide more specific insight into the student's performance on the assessment, allowing for more detailed feedback. These rubrics can be made to be quite complex, though keeping them as clear and simple as possible is valuable.



Holistic Rubric Example
Performance

Excellent
8-10 points

Student addresses all aspects of the assessment clearly and 
with proper grammar and sentence structure. Student provides 
significant evidence, which is meaningfully applied and formats 
the work correctly.

Satisfactory
5-8 points

Student addresses most aspects of the assessment clearly and 
with mostly proper grammar and sentence structure. Student 
provides some significant evidence and formats the work 
correctly.

Needs Improvement
2-4 points

Student addresses some aspects of the assessment somewhat 
clearly and with some attention to proper grammar and 
sentence structure. Student provides some evidence. Work is 
formatted somewhat correctly.

Unacceptable
0-2 points

Student addresses few aspects of the assessment clearly and 
without proper grammar and sentence structure. Student 
provides little or no evidence, and may not have formatted 
work correctly.
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Here’s an example of a holistic rubric, and as you can see, it’s pretty simplistic in that there’s not a lot of detail and provides much more room for instructor judgment. And, remember, you can’t weight different aspects of the assignment more heavily than others (so, for example, if a student had excellent GSP but missed the mark a bit on the content of the assignment, you can’t adjust and provide more points for using proper GSP vs. fewer points for not including all necessary content). Typically, this type of rubric is used more for shorter/smaller, lower-stakes assignments.



Analytic Rubric Example
Criteria Excellent Satisfactory Needs Improvement Unacceptable

Content
3 points

Student thoroughly addresses all 
aspects of the assessment and 
meets the length requirement.
3 points

Student addresses most aspects of 
the assignment and closely meets 
the length requirement.
2 points

Student addresses some aspects of 
the assessment but misses 
significant elements and does not 
adequately meet the length 
requirement.
1 point

Student addresses few, if any, 
aspects of the assessment and does 
not meet length requirement.
0 points

Depth of Analysis
2 points

Student explores the topics in 
particularly thoughtful, meaningful, 
and/or original ways.
2 points

Student makes a general attempt to 
explore the topics in meaningful 
and thoughtful ways.
1.5 points

Student makes little attempt to the 
topics in meaningful and thoughtful 
ways.
1 point

Student does not explore topics in 
meaningful and thoughtful ways.
0 points

Evidence
2 points

Evidence used is rich, detailed, and 
well chosen. Proper citation is used 
throughout.
2 points

Evidence used is well chosen, 
though not particularly rich or 
detailed. Proper citations are used 
in most cases.
1.5 points

Evidence is either somewhat lacking 
or is not meaningfully connected to 
content. Citations are consistently 
incorrect.
1 point

Evidence does not clearly support 
the content, is not properly cited, 
and/or there is a decided lack of 
evidence.
0 points

Grammar and Clarity
1 point

There are virtually no spelling or 
grammatical errors and/or sentence 
structure is consistently clear.
1 point

There are a few minor spelling or 
grammatical errors and/or sentence 
structure is mostly clear.
0.75 points

There are a moderate number of 
spelling and grammatical errors 
and/or sentence structure is often 
confusing.
0.5 points

There are significant and consistent 
spelling and grammatical errors 
throughout and/or sentence 
structure is consistently confusing.
0 points

Organization
2 points

Organization of assessment as a 
whole is logical and transitions 
between paragraphs are smooth. 
Meets all requirements for 
formatting.
2 points

Organization of paper as a whole is 
logical, but transitions between 
paragraphs are not consistently 
smooth and/or some aspects of 
formatting requirements are not 
met.
1.5 points

Organization of the paper as a 
whole can only be discerned with 
effort and/or significant aspects of 
formatting requirements are not 
met.
1 point

Organization of the paper as a 
whole is not logical and does not 
meet formatting requirements.
0 points
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So, here’s an example of an analytic rubric, and hopefully you can see straight away that these are much more complicated and detailed than holistic rubrics. Each criteria on the left has its own performance level that can be selected on the right, and this allows for that detailed feedback and lets students distinguish between where they did well and other areas where they didn’t perform as strongly. Analytic rubrics are usually used for larger, more complicated assignments that are worth more points—so perhaps paper, projects, presentations, etc.



Holistic vs Analytic Rubrics
Holistic Rubric Analytic Rubric

• Is better for simple artifacts with few
facets

• Good for getting a “snapshot” of 
quality

• Provides only limited feedback
• Offers limited analysis of 

strengths/weaknesses
• Is better for giving summative scores

• Is better for judging complex
artifacts

• Allows for separate evaluations of 
artifacts with multiple facets

• Provides more detailed feedback
• Takes more time to create and use
• Is better for providing formative

feedback
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So I touched on this a bit, but here are some of the advantages and disadvantages to each rubric type and when each might be most useful. And, if it would be helpful, I’d be happy to share out this presentation so that you can have the slides and my notes as you work on your courses.  



TILT Resources
o Visit the TILT Web site for:
o Teaching effectiveness in online courses
o Teaching effectiveness in face-to-face courses
o Registration for professional-development courses, 
modules, Webinars and other events
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So, before I turn things over to Kevin, I just wanted to encourage you to use the TILT Web site as a resource as you design and develop your course. You can find teaching-effectiveness tips there for designing online, hybrid and residential instruction courses.TILT also offers online short courses, modules and Webinars on everything from teaching online and engaging your students to how to create assignments and plan the first four weeks of a class.So, if you feel you might soon want to polish what you’ve been doing in Canvas after our experience with COVID, I’d highly recommend taking some of TILT’s professional-development offerings. In addition, a lot of what you learn in these classes, modules and Webinars is applicable to your residential-instruction courses and those Canvas shells, so you can kill two birds with one stone. Again, you can register for these events on the TILT Web site, along with other resources you’ll want to check out. 



Canvas Rubric Tool
Canvas Instructor Guide – Rubrics
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Now, I’ll turn it over to Kevin, who will talk a bit about using the Canvas rubric tool. So, instead of just using a paper rubric or even a rubric in Word, you can build your rubrics into the learning management system for ease of grading your assignments. And there are resources on the Canvas site to help you do this. Thanks, everyone! 

https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-10460#jive_content_id_Rubrics
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